
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No.2089 of 2016
U/S 279/304(A) of IPC

State of Assam
                                                            ……………Prosecutor

- Versus-
                                    

Sri Prasenjit Biswas
                                                            …………….Accused

Present: Dr. Chetana Khanikar
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia

For the prosecution: Smti. J.Phukan, Addl. P.P.

For the defence: Smti. A. Handique Advocate

 Evidence  recorded  on:   02.06.2018,  13.07.2018,

28.08.2018,  26.10.2018,

01.06.2019

Argument heard on: 05.08.2019 

Judgment delivered on: 08.08.2019

JUDGMENT

1.      The prosecution case in brief as stated in the FIR is that on

11.10.2016  at  about  5:25  PM  when  the  brother  of  the  informant

Jayanta Borah was coming from Longchuwal to Gangabari, then on the

way near Gurukul school, one 407 vehicle bearing registration No.AS-

23-A-6383 by coming in rash and negligent manner had hit the brother

of the informant from backside for which the brother of the informant

died on the spot.

2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against

the accused as Doom Dooma PS Case No.362/2016, U/S 279/304(A) of

IPC.  Police investigated the case and on completion of  investigation

submitted  charge-sheet  against  the  accused  person  Sri  Prasenjit

Biswas U/S 279/304(A) of IPC.

3. On  appearance  of  the  accused  Sri  Prasenjit  Biswas  in  Court,

copies of relevant documents were furnished to him as required U/S.
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207 of CrPC. Considering the relevant documents and hearing both the

parties  sufficient  ground is  found to presume that  the accused had

committed offences U/S 279/304(A) of IPC. Accordingly particulars of

offences under those sections are explained to the accused to which he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4.     During trial the prosecution has examined eight witnesses and

adduced eight documentary evidences. 

5. At  the  close  of  the  prosecution  evidence,  statements  of  the

accused U/S. 313 of the Cr.P.C. has been recorded with reference to the

incriminating circumstance appeared against  him in  the prosecution

evidences.  Defence  side  has  adduced  no  evidence  and  plea  of  the

defence is of total denial. 

6.    After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and

the  accused  the  following  points  are  taken  as  POINTS  FOR

DETERMINATION:

i.  Whether  on  11.10.2016  the  accused  had  driven  the  407  vehicle

which caused the accident, at the time of accident

ii. If  so, whether the accused had driven it rashly and negligently as to

endanger human life? 

iii.  Whether  the  accused  had  caused  death  to  Jayanta  Borah,  the

brother of  the informant, by his rash and negligent driving,  on that

day?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i), (ii) and (ii):       

7. For  convenience  of  discussion  and  to  avoid  unnecessary

repetition Point No. (i), (ii) and (ii) are taken together for consideration. 

8. Here PW 1 is the informant of the case. He deposed that he got

information over phone that his elder brother met an accident when he

was seeing the emersion of idol of Durga. Immediately he along with
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Rupak Borah went to the PO and saw that his brother was wrapped by

cloth.  He  stated  that  he  came to  know that  while  his  brother  was

coming home one truck  had dashed him and he died  on the spot.

During cross-examination he stated that he came to know about the

incident from the public gathered there and also from police. He could

not say for whose fault the accident took place.

9. PW 2 stated that he got information from someone over phone

that his uncle met an accident when he was seeing the emersion of

idol of Durga. During cross-examination he stated that he cannot say

due to whose fault the accident took place.

10. PW 3 stated that his daughter informed him that one accident

took place near his house and one Jayanta Borah had expired in that

accident caused by a truck. During cross-examination he stated that he

does not have personal knowledge about the accident.

11. PW 4 stated that on the day of incident when he along with his

father and other people were returning from the emersion of Durga

idol, the vehicle driven by the accused had hit his father by coming

from backside. He stated that the vehicle had passed over the body of

his father after hitting. At that time they were on the left side of the

road. During cross-examination he stated that it was dark at the time

of incident. His father used to take alcohol. At the time of incident also

he might be under the influence of alcohol. He stated that he had not

seen the accused driving the vehicle.

12. PW 5 stated that the son of deceased informed him over phone

that his father was dashed by a vehicle and called him to the PO.  He

heard that he was dashed by the vehicle of Gangabari T.E. but he does

not know who had driven the vehicle.

13. PW 6 stated that on the day of incident her husband along with

her  son  went  to  attend  the  emersion  of  Durga  idol  but  when  her

husband  was  returning  with  her  son  an  accident  took  place  near

Gurukul school. Her son informed her over phone about the incident.
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She stated that she came to know from the people that the vehicle

carrying the durga statue had caused the accident which was driven by

the accused.  During cross-examination  she stated that  she had not

seen the accused driving the vehicle.

14. PW 7 stated that at the relevant time the accused was driving a

709 bus bearing registration No.AS-23-A-6383 and he was sitting near

by him in the said vehicle. He had not seen the incident as he was

sleeping at that time. Later on he came to know that the person who

met the accident had expired. During cross-examination he stated that

the accident took place due to the fault of the deceased. The accident

did not take place due to the fault of the accused.

15. PW 8 is the IO. During his examination in chief he deposed that

he had visited the P.O, drew the sketch map, collected the MVI and PM

reports and submitted the charge sheet. During his cross examination,

PW 8 stated that, the PO is National Highway. He stated that he had not

recorded the statement of Ajmal Ahmed and R.P. Singh whose houses

are shown in the sketch map. He had not investigated as to the marks

of tyre at the PO. In Ext-6, i.e. MVI report no damage was found in the

vehicle.

16. These are the evidence adduced by the prosecution side. From

the evidences it is seen that PW 1, PW 2, PW 3, PW 5, PW 6 came to

know about the incident from other persons. They had not seen the

incident. PW 4 and PW 7 had witnessed the occurrence. During cross-

examination PW 4 stated that it was dark at the time of incident and

had not seen the accused driving the vehicle. However, the accused

during  his  examination  U/S  313  of  CrPC  has  admitted  that  he  had

driven the vehicle at  the time of  accident.  But it  is  stated that  the

accident took place due to the fault of the deceased. PW 7 has also

stated that the accident took place due to the fault of the deceased,

not for the fault of the accused. PW 4 has stated that the deceased

might be drunk at the time of incident. This being the circumstance, it

appears that it is proved that an accident was caused by the vehicle of

the deceased,  but it  is not proved that the accused had driven the
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vehicle in rash and negligent manner. Hence it is not proved that the

accused had caused death  of  Jayanta  Borah  by  rash  and negligent

driving of the vehicle.

Hence, point No. (I) is decided affirmative but point No. (ii) and

(iii) are decided negative. 

17. From  the  above  discussions  I  come  to  the  conclusion  that

prosecution has failed to establish the allegations leveled against the

accused. Hence the accused Sri Prasenjit Biswas is acquitted from the

case. Bail bond is extended for next six months. The seized 407 vehicle

and along with the documents be returned to the real owner in due

course of law. I set the accused in liberty forthwith.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 8th day of

August, 2019.

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

    Tinsukia
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A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Sri Prasanta Borah, the informant

P.W. 2: Sri Rupak Borah

P.W. 3: Md. Nurul Amin

P.W. 4: Sri Zubeen Borah

P.W. 5: Md. Sahidur Rahman

P.W. 6: Smti. Anima Borah

P.W. 7: Sri Ashutosh Baruah

P.W. 8: Sri Bhadra Kanta Gogoi, the I/O

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibits: 

1. FIR …………………………………..   Ext. 1

2. Inquest Report   ………………………………   Ext. 2

3. Seizure list …….……...................................Ext. 3

4. Sketch Map................................................ Ext. 4

5. PM report……………………………................ Ext. 5

6. MVI Report................................................. Ext.6

7. Charge Sheet............................................. Ext. 7

8. Extract copy of GDE ............... Ext. 8

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

    Tinsukia
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